Dear woman,
Please stand up.
Stand with your feet within shoulders width
And then lift your chin up.
Now Place each of your fists at the waist of
your hips
For we are standing in positions of power
when we stand like this.

We are wonder women
& Together we stand against every single
obstacle in our way
Many have tried to stifle our voices but now
we have so much to say
And we are standing in our power
And we are standing in our strength
You see the picture of this journey is much
too beautiful to paint

Every shape, every color, every size,
background and path
has been strategically placed and we have
been given a wonderful task.
To blaze a brand new trail for our little girls
who are women in training
& this too is a woman’s world;
one that daily, we are each creating.

And we are creating freedom,
stepping into powerful positions
Making history with every stride
And creating a brand new vision

For the entire world to see that we are
created equally
We are breaking all the barriers and we are
doing it intentionally

So ladies, please stand in your positions as this
world adjusts to our reign, we are building a
brand new world & we get to wear our crowns
again.
And stand in all the rooms that we were once
denied a key.
We demand respect, we demand equality.

As women We have raised our children,
As women We have stood beside our men
Now it’s time we raise ourselves from the soils
we’ve been planted in
And watch this world change with every move
that we make, may the earth feel the impact of
how many women have paved the way
With so much courage, so much compassion,
lifelong commitments and unyielding truth
We understand that When we come together
there is truly no limit to what we can do.

We are equal
We are powerful
We are unstoppable

And we have the proof
And we won’t stop putting in the work until the
world hears our message and we see a lasting
breakthrough.
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